Introduction
Three well established techniques are combined to map irregular zones influenced by a single dominant sub-surface elongated geological body, such as a fault, a dyke or a contact. As the technique depends upon a density contrast, it requires a full tensor gravity gradiometer survey, a high quality digital terrain model and the ability to estimate the full tensor signal reliably into a grid with cell size spacing no more than a quarter of the line spacing. This work builds on, and clarifies some of the original work reported at the SEG 2014 workshop by FitzGerald and Holstein. New developments on clustering aspects are now discussed. What is not discussed is a) dip determination, and b) multi-scale edge detection (worming) of FTG data.
The aim is to find a local determination from the gravity gradient survey data for zones of common strike, dip and tilt to aid geological interpretation (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1
The aim is to directly map expressions of elongated buried geology from full tensor gravity gradiometry data, by estimating zones with common tilt, strike and dip.
Method
The gravity gradient tensor has the following properties - Gradient tensor has three real eigenvalues  Each eigenvalue corresponds to a specific eigenvector  Eigenvectors define three "symmetry axis"  Eigenvectors are orthogonal  Gradient tensor can be decomposed into  a diagonal matrix D containing the eigenvalues and  a rotation matrix R containing the eigenvectors T = R T D R Therefore once an eigen-system analysis is conducted, the rotational matrix that is determined can be restated as 3 rotational angles that correspond to a geological strike, dip and tilt angle. These are not useful at a point, but if it can be shown that whole zones of surface geology exhibit the same characteristic values within engineering and measurement tolerances, it does become interesting for geological interpretation.
The steps required are to:
 Perform a tensor terrain correction after determining a best fit value for the near surface terrain density.
 Solve the eigen-system for the estimated tensor at each grid cell. The results of this solution are stored in a new points dataset, provided the mid-eigenvalue is within the estimated noise envelope for a zero value eg +/-1 Eotvos. This is a direct indicator at that point, of a possible 2D/elongated source body.
 Then use an anisotropic recursive clustering technique, after the style of Ouillon et al (2008) , on this points dataset, to find cluster centres that form patterns or polygonal zones, that are a surface expression of the influence of the 2D geological features (Figure 2 ).
The terrain correction has been shown to influence the outcome greatly -the better the terrain correction, the larger and more coherent are the resulting zones. 
Example -Nevada
Available Bell survey data contains the components of both observed Free Air gravity gradients and a terrain corrected signal. These are combined into a tensor field and gridded, so that a tensor grid could be interrogated by estimating what is the measured signal along any arbitrary profile line. This requires an underlying toolkit that is capable of all necessary steps: dynamic interpolation of the tensor signal; solving the Eigen System; clustering and visualization ( e.g., Intrepid). Figure 3 shows a tensor phase pseudo-color image that is histogram equalized. This enhancement was chosen, as it shows very clearly the main structural features of the extensional tectonic terrain of the Basin and Range province locally within the Crescent Valley, Nevada. Most starkly visible is the NE trending Crescent Fault, which is known to be associated with a normal sense of movement (e.g., Friedrich, 2004) . Obliquely cross-cutting the Crescent Fault are a number of N20W trending faults. Their near linear nature is easily identifiable (Figure 3 , centre).
The influence of the applied terrain correction (Figure 3 , centre) is also very obvious in that a much more coherent overview of the structural geology framework are provided by this correction. Solving the Eigen System, for local estimations of the strike dip and tilt, provided the middle EigenValue is near zero, is a simple inversion of the observed tensor gravity signal. In this case, 15500 grid cells reported suitable candidate solutions for consideration, or approximately 10% of the survey extent (Figure 4) . The clustering analysis follows, with the aim of finding the centres and horizontal elliptical best fit to the 2D body influences. Also shown in Figure 4 (right side), is a subset of the region, in the mid-left hand side of the survey. This resulted in identifying 192 cluster centres of geologically significant dimensions ie greater than a notional 400m spatial dimension. 
Conclusions
This inversion technique maps zones of influence of isolated elongated geological features. The outcomes are not too technically complex, and we demonstrate a practical application of how to use all of the observed tensor components to extract maximum signal content. The method is based on the physics of isolated sources. As previously discussed (2014), these cluster derived regions form a good starting point to determine dip estimates.
The time to solve the clustering is not significant (say 5 minutes), and so this technique should find general application. It does depend upon an estimation of an optimum near surface rock density, so that a terrain correction can flatten the response to sub-surface sources. This method is a useful apriori method for mapping geology and not the other way round, i.e., no prior geological knowledge is required to infer sub-surface geology. The method is a joint inversion of all the measured gravity gradient tensor components, combined with clustering methods.
In comparison, traditional multi-scale edge detection methods (worming), do not reply on all the gradient tensor components, and so give a more continuous indication of edges (e.g., fault contacts), including over regions where possibly more than one geological body has influence on the gravity response -this means more answers which are less-well resolved.
